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BENEDICTINE UNIVERSITY
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
MS in Integrative Physiology is a full-time, 30-credit hour program
for students with a bachelor’s degree, who are in a “gap” year and are
interested in improving their application to professional schools. There
are two start dates: fall and spring.
The small cohort size allows for ease of student-faculty interactions. The
curriculum is flexible, allowing students to choose from a wide variety of
upper-level electives based on career-tracks. The program has affiliations
with professional schools that offer early acceptance and early interview
tracks.

CONNECT
ben.edu/college-of-science/msip/index.cfm
youtube /75QnLXB4DsY
facebook /benuscience/

CONTACT
Dr. Jayashree Sarathy
jsarathy@ben.edu

LOCATION
Lisle, IL

BRIAN THOMAS SPEAKS
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: VARIED
Brian Thomas is a high-energy leader who has chosen to achieve his
calling of inspiring tomorrow’s leaders through education and motivation.
Mr. Thomas uses his corporate knowledge and personal journey to
help guide future leaders toward their personal paths of success. His
captivating presence, passion for education, extensive knowledge, and
professional prowess allow him to reach a diverse spectrum of audiences
in both personal and professional areas.
KIPNspire offers customized workshops and presentations to bring
awareness, exposure, education, and motivation to today’s youth. Brian
Thomas will work with your team to develop dynamic educational
programs to engage and inspire your student body.

CONNECT
brianthomaspeaks.com

CONTACT
Mr. Brian Thomas
kipnspire@gmail.com

LOCATION
Detroit, MI

Earn Six Figures, Sustain Six Figure, Have Six
Figures, and Teach others the Six Figure
Mentality
Our careers can take us around the globe and
up and down the corporate, government, or
entrepreneurship ladder. Those who plan,
manage, and make key adjustments during
their careers, reach levels they never knew
were possible. “Fast Track To Six Figures” will
open your eyes to key career situations,
financial choices, and life exposures that will
shape your path towards both Professional
and Financial greatness.

ATTENTION GRAD
STUDENTS!!
SATURDAY
5:30p – 7:00p
Plaza Board Room
3rd Floor

EATON CORPORATION
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: VARIED
Eaton Corporation, a leader in power management technologies,
has partnered with the LSAMP community to host several career
development events for undergraduate and graduate STEM students
across the country.
Each event will be unique and feature the different Eaton facilities, such
as R&D laboratories and innovation centers. The event agendas have
been developed in collaboration with the local LSAMP alliance to meet
the professionalization needs of their scholars. This event is organized
and hosted by the Eaton iConnect employee group.
Check out the event locations coming in November 2019.

CONNECT
lsmrce.org/events/eaton/2019-eaton/eaton-events.aspx
eaton.com
Twitter @eatoncorp

CONTACT
Mr. Wilson Darko

LOCATION
Varied; Cleveland, OH

LEARN MORE @
Resource Fair

Eaton STEM Careers:
Networking and
Insights
LSMRCE and Eaton Corporation have
partnered to host career development
events for the LSAMP community and
sister organizations.
The events will highlight STEM careers
that exist in the Eaton power
management industry. Students and
faculty mentors will have the
opportunity to tour the Eaton test
laboratories, learn more about Eaton
as an organization, and engage with
Eaton scientists and employees.

SATURDAY
4:00p – 5:30p

•

5 events to choose from!

•

Free Event

•

Meet R&D Scientists

•

Learn about Eaton career
opportunities

•

Pre-registration required!

•

Registration deadlines are
October 30.

FERMILAB

OPPORTUNITY TYPE: SUMMER RESEARCH
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is a Department of Energy
national laboratory dedicated to particle physics research. Fermilab
supports work by scientists, from across the country and the globe, who
seek to further our understanding of matter, energy, space, and time. At
Fermilab, a robust scientific program pursues answers to key questions
about the laws of nature and the cosmos.
Fermilab has several internship programs including the SIST program,
which provides students a 10-week summer research experience
working at a Department of Defense laboratory. Learn more about this
opportunity and others by visiting our table.

CONNECT
internships.fnal.gov/summer-internships-in-science-and-technology-sist

CONTACT
Ms. Sandra Charles
scharles@fnal.gov

LOCATION
Batavia, IL

LEARN MORE @
Resource Fair

Applying for a
Summer Internship
SIST Program

SATURDAY
4:00p – 5:30p

LSMRCE has partnered with Fermi
National Accelerator Laboratory to
provide underrepresented minority
students in STEM the opportunity to
work with scientists and engineers at
the nation's preeminent high energy
physics laboratory.
Stop by the Fermilab resource table to
learn about the SIST program
requirements, benefits, and important
dates!

Start planning your
summer research today!
Application window:
December 2, 2019 – February 2, 2020

Sandra Charles
Manager, Laboratory
Talent Acquisition,
Diversity & Inclusion
Fermilab; LSMRCE Co-PI

/HarvardGSAS
/HarvardGSAS

LEARN MORE @ Resource Fair
SATURDAY, 4:00p – 5:30p

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS) grants the PhD in 58
departments and divisions across the humanities, social sciences, and natural
sciences (including engineering). GSAS also grants a small number of terminal
master’s degree in select fields.
It is the only school at Harvard to award the PhD degree. Offerings include 17
interfaculty PhD programs, which bring the arts and sciences together with
Harvard’s professional schools (Medicine, Divinity, Education, Public Health,
Dental Medicine, Business, Public Policy, Architecture). GSAS offers its PhD
students the chance to complete a secondary field in one of 14 areas of study,
including computational science and engineering, critical media practice,
women, gender and sexuality, and anthropology.
GSAS draws students from a broad range of cultural and ethnic backgrounds. It
is also host to Harvard’s largest population of international students, from
more than 100 countries. We run a very active graduate student center and 4
residence halls and offer a generous program of financial support for PhD
candidates, including grants for tuition and fees, stipends, summer support,
and teaching fellowships. The recruiter can answer questions on all of the
above plus keys to putting together a competitive application.

LEARN MORE @ Resource Fair
SATURDAY, 4:00p – 5:30p

@lspacmodels
www.lspacmodels.org

Louis Stokes Center for Promotion of Academic Careers through Motivational
Opportunities to Develop Emerging Leaders in STEM (LS-PAC MODELS) mission is to
create a successful nationwide model with well-tested strategies for increasing
underrepresented minority (URM) student preparation for academic careers. Despite the
efforts to diversify the professoriate, there are only slight increases in faculty diversity
and extremely low increases (<1%) in underrepresented minorities (URMs) in tenuretrack positions.
Through funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF), LS-PAC MODELS Center is
able to implement specific academic support and mentoring strategies to improve the
retention to graduation rate and promote a more engaging and interactive environment
for URM STEM students pursing doctoral degrees. Hence, increasing the number of URM
STEM PhD recipients and placement into the professoriate. The overall goals of the LSPAC MODELS are to (1) Increase the quality and number of URMSTEM students pursuing
doctoral degrees, (2) Enhance retention by increasing the graduation rate of URM STEM
PhD students, (3) Develop a national model for increasing the number of URM STEM PhD
recipients, and (4) Develop a model for increasing the placement of minority PhD holders
into the professoriate.

LEARN MORE @ Resource Fair
SATURDAY, 4:00p – 5:30p

Institute for STEM & Diversity
Initiatives

Boise State’s PNW Graduate Fellows
Program will support 12 graduate
student candidates from domestic
underrepresented minority backgrounds,
who are pursuing graduate studies in
science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) programs for Fall
2020. The program is designed to
support students through the critical first
two years of graduate study. Fellows
receive additional mentoring, coaching,
and support from faculty mentors and
bridge to doctorate staff, to ensure their
success in their STEM Graduate program.

https://www.boisestate.edu/stem/lsamp/bridge-to-doctorate-fellowship/

INSTITUTE FOR STEM & DIVERSITY
INITIATIVES

OPPORTUNITY TYPE: PhD FELLOWSHIP
Boise State’s PNW Graduate Fellows Program will support 12 graduate
student candidates from domestic underrepresented minority
backgrounds who are pursuing graduate studies in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics programs for fall 2020.
The program is designed to support students through the critical first
two years of graduate study. To ensure their success in STEM graduate
programs, fellows receive additional mentoring, coaching, and support
from faculty mentors and Bridge to the Doctorate staff.

CONNECT
boisestate.edu/stem/lsamp/bridge-to-doctorate-fellowship

CONTACT
Mrs. Catherine Bates
catherinebates@boisestate.edu

LOCATION
Boise, ID

IU SCHOOL OF MEDICINE BIOMEDICAL
SCIENCE GRADUATE PROGRAMS
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
The Indiana University School of Medicine (IUSM), the largest medical
school in the U.S., offers graduate degrees in 10 basic medical science
disciplines. PhD students enter an open admission program (IBMG
Program) where they have up to one year to select a research laboratory
and degree program. (Students participate in three lab rotations to
facilitate their decisions.)
IUSM also offers three certificate programs, research-based MS degrees
in six disciplines, and five specialty degrees: Anesthesiologists’ Assistant,
Genetic Counseling, Medical Science, Clinical Research, and Pathologists’
Assistant. MS students directly enter the programs to which they apply.
In addition, a special, NIH-designated Medical Scientist Training Program
leading to a combined MD/PhD is offered.

CONNECT
grad.medicine.iu.edu
twitter @IUMedResearch

CONTACT
Ms. Tara Hobson
biomed@iupui.edu

LOCATION
Indianapolis, IN

IUPUI GRADUATE OFFICE
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
IUPUI has more than 250 graduate and professional degree programs.
Stop by our booth to find out which one is for you.

CONNECT
graduate.iupui.edu
Facebook IUPUIGradOffice
twitter @iupuigradoffice

CONTACT
Mrs. Jennifer Mahoney
mahoney2@iupui.edu

LOCATION
Indianapolis, IN

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY PhD NETWORK

OPPORTUNITY TYPE: PhD FELLOWSHIP
Northeastern University has a special program called the LSAMP STARS
Fellowship, which involves funding and support for STEM PhDs from
underrepresented minority groups.

CONNECT
phd.northeastern.edu/network/overview

CONTACT
Dr. Amanda Cornwall
a.cornwall@northeastern.edu

LOCATION
Boston, MA

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
Comprising of two campuses in downtown Chicago and on the lakeshore
of Evanston, IL, The Graduate School of Northwestern University offers
110 graduate study programs in STEM, humanities, and social behavioral
sciences fields. Diversity is a core value, and we offer a wide range of
support to our graduate students.

CONNECT
tgs.northwestern.edu
Twitter @TGSatNU
Facebook /TGSNU
Linkedin /school/the-graduate-school-at-northwestern-university

CONTACT
Mr. Rashaad Barnett
TGSDiversity@northwestern.edu

LOCATION
Evanston, IL

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: UNDERGRADATE FOUR -YEAR
COLLEGE
Every student at Roosevelt benefits from our College of Arts and
Sciences, the university’s largest college. Featuring more than 60
majors and minors, it serves as the foundation for Roosevelt’s liberal
arts education. This rich variety of disciplines and ideas develops each
student’s broad platform of knowledge, while honing critical skills in
communication and reasoning. Students seeking degrees within the
college choose from an extensive range of traditional liberal arts, applied
professional, and progressive interdisciplinary options, all tailored for
today’s dynamic career landscape.

CONNECT
roosevelt.edu

CONTACT
Mr. Kenneth Granle
kgranle@roosevelt.edu

LOCATION
Chicago, IL

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: PhD FELLOWSHIP
The award-winning Garden State LSAMP will host a National Science
Foundation Bridge to the Doctorate program at Rutgers UniversityNewark. The program will support a cohort of 12 graduate students from
LSAMP programs around the U.S. who are pursuing doctoral studies in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics programs beginning
in fall 2020. This is a unique program that tailors the graduate experience
to best suit the goals of the student.
This is a unique, individually tailored support program in top-ranked
STEM doctoral programs: biological sciences, chemistry, environmental
sciences/geology, math, management information systems,
neurosciences, and physics.
Bridge to the Doctorate fellowships include stipends of $32,000/year +
tuition for two years, and Rutgers University will provide support for years
three through five. Fellowships include academic, social, professional
development, and career support programs that are individualized to the
needs of the fellow.

CONNECT
gsn.newark.rutgers.edu/copy-of-bridge-to-doctorate-program

CONTACT
Dr. Alexander Gates
agates@rutgers.edu

LOCATION
Newark, NJ

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI GRADUATE
SCHOOL

OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
The University of Cincinnati (UC) Graduate School offers 95 doctoral
programs, 183 master’s programs, and 96 graduate certificates—74 of
which are offered online. The program offerings range across 13 colleges.
UC has more than 45,000 students, 11,000 of which are graduate
students, and over 4,000 faculty. We also offer a Conference & Grad Fair
on March 5, 2020, for prospective students interested in visiting our
campus.

CONNECT
grad.uc.edu/prospective/conference.html
facebook /GradSchoolUC/
twitter /GradSchoolUC
instagram /gradschooluc

CONTACT
Mrs. Amy Wheeler
amy.robinson@uc.edu

LOCATION
Cincinnati, OH

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
University of Illinois at Chicago offers graduate and professional
degrees in nationally ranked programs taught by award-winning faculty.
Ninety-four master’s and 62 doctoral degree programs are offered in
architecture, the arts, business, education, engineering, the humanities,
public health, the sciences, social work, and urban planning and public
affairs. Professional doctorates are available in the applied health
sciences, dentistry, medicine, nursing, and pharmacy.

CONNECT
uic.edu

CONTACT
Ms. Denise Yates
dyates@uic.edu

LOCATION
Chicago, IL

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY CENTER FOR
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DIVERSITY
INITIATIVES
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
The Center for Graduate and Professional Diversity Initiatives focuses on
recruiting diverse graduate and professional students in the University
of Kentucky’s six health colleges. It also works to retain diverse graduate
and professional students in all 19 colleges, contributing to an inclusive
campus environment where all students can fully engage and succeed.

CONNECT
uky.edu/cgpdi
Twitter @UKCGPDI
Facebook /UKCGPDI/

CONTACT
Mr. Brian Hamilton
brian.hamilton1@uky.edu

LOCATION
Lexington, KY

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

OPPORTUNITY TYPE: SUMMER RESEARCH
The new REU site, “Novel Techniques and Applications in Catalyst
Research Development and Molecular Dynamics” at the University of
Pennsylvania Department of Chemistry, will host 10 undergraduate
students during a 10-week summer research program. You will learn
innovative methods associated with high throughput experimentation
(HTE), while learning the fundamentals of success in science via training,
mentoring, and industrial partnerships.
Projects are available in catalytic method development, catalyst
development, synthetic applications, and molecular dynamics.
Participants will receive a stipend of $5000 plus housing and travel
expenses.
For more information visit the website or email:
reu-pennchemistry@sas.upenn.edu or anamayol@sas.upenn.edu

CONNECT
web.sas.upenn.edu/reu-pennchemistry

CONTACT
Dr. Ana-Rita Mayol
anamayol@gmail.com

LOCATION
Philadelphia, PA

LEARN MORE @ Resource Fair
SATURDAY, 4:00p – 5:30p

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL
OPPORTUNITY TYPE: GRADUATE PROGRAM
Valparaiso University offers over 30 graduate degree and certificate
programs for high-paying, in-demand STEM fields in cyber security, data
science, education, English, international studies, information technology,
nursing, occupational therapy, public health, school psychology, sports
media, and more. Our graduate students pursue specialized certificates
and master’s degrees at an affordable tuition rate with small class sizes and
faculty dedicated to changing the world.
Most graduate programs offer flexible or online class formats that can be
completed full time within 18 to 24 months. Part-time options are available
to meet your needs for a flexible class schedule. Financial aid is available to
graduate students seeking full-time enrollment at Valparaiso University.
Valpo graduate students flourish in a beautiful and safe campus
environment where strong mentoring and collaboration with expert faculty
are highly valued. Students develop their specialized identity and graduate
with the skills necessary to succeed in an increasingly globalized workforce.

CONNECT
valpo.edu/grad
Twitter @valpogradschool
Facebook /ValpoGraduateSchool
Linkedin /company/valparaiso-university-graduate-school/
Instagram /valpogradschool/

CONTACT
Dr. Zsuzsanna Szaniszlo
zsuzsanna.szaniszlo@valpo.edu
Mr. Mike Ramian
mike.ramian@valpo.edu

LOCATION
Valparaiso, IN
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